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Abstract
In reinforcement learning, it is a common practice to
map the state(-action) space to a different one using ba-
sis functions. This transformation aims to represent the
input data in a more informative form that facilitates and
improves subsequent steps. As a “good” set of basis func-
tions result in better solutions and defining such functions
becomes a challenge with increasing problem complexity, it
is beneficial to be able to generate them automatically. In
this paper, we propose a new approach based on Bellman
residual for constructing basis functions using cascade-
correlation learning architecture. We show how this ap-
proach can be applied to Least Squares Policy Iteration al-
gorithm in order to obtain a better approximation of the
value function, and consequently improve the performance
of the resulting policies. We also present the effectiveness
of the method empirically on some benchmark problems.
1. Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is the problem faced by an
agent that is situated in an environment and must learn a
particular behavior through repeated trial-and-error interac-
tions with it [15]; at each time step, the agent observes the
state of the environment, chooses its action based on these
observations and in return receives some kind of “reward”
from the environment as feedback. RL algorithms try to
derive a policy, a way of choosing actions, that maximizes
the overall gain of the agent based on the observations1. In a
given problem, all observation variables may not be relevant
or worse, and as usually is the case, may be inadequate for
successful and/or efficient learning. Therefore, in most ex-
isting approaches it is customary to employ basis functions
to map observations to a different space and represent in-
put in a more informative form that facilitates and improves
1In some cases, a history of such observations.
subsequent steps (such as approximating the value function
or the policy); the intention is to capture and abstract under-
lying properties of the target function. A “good” set of basis
functions can improve the performance in terms of both ef-
ficiency and quality of the solution. However, defining such
functions requires domain knowledge and becomes more
challenging as the complexity of the problem increases.
Hence, a better option would be to develop methods that
construct them automatically. Despite the amount of litera-
ture on the subject (for example, in classification), and some
steps in this direction, the issue of how to enrich a represen-
tation to suit the underlying mechanism is still pending. In
this paper, we focus on the Least-Square Policy Iteration
(LSPI) algorithm [7] which uses a linear combination of
basis functions to approximate a state-action value function
in least-squares fixed-point sense and learn a policy from
a given set of experience samples. We show how cascade-
correlation learning architecture, an architecture and super-
vised learning algorithm for artificial neural networks, can
be used to construct functions that are highly correlated with
the error in the approximation; these functions when added
as new basis functions allow better approximation of the
value function also in the sense of Bellman residual mini-
mization, and consequently lead to policies with improved
performance.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, we first
introduce policy iteration and the LSPI algorithm. Sec-
tion 3 describes cascade-correlation learning architecture
followed by the details of the proposed method for basis
function expansion in Sec. 4 and empirical evaluations in
Sec. 5. Related work is reviewed in Sec. 6, and sec. 7 con-
cludes.
2. Least-Squares Policy Iteration
A Markov decision process (MDP) is defined by a tu-
ple (S,A,P,R, γ) where S is a set of states, A is a set
of actions, P(s, a, s′) is the transition function which de-
notes the probability of making a transition from state s to
state s′ by taking action a, R(s, a) is the expected reward
function when taking action a in state s, and γ ∈ [0; 1) is
the discount factor that determines the importance of future
rewards. A policy is a probability distribution over actions
conditioned on the state; π(s, a) denotes the probability that
policy π selects action a at state s. We aim finding an opti-
mal policy π∗ that maximizes the expected total discounted
reward from any initial state Rt0 =
∑
t≥t0
γt−t0rt where
rt is the reward received at time t.
Least-Squares Policy Iteration (LSPI) is an off-line and
off-policy approximate policy iteration2 algorithm proposed
by Lagoudakis and Parr (2003). It works on a (fixed) set
of samples collected arbitrarily. Each sample (s, a, r, s′)
indicates that executing action a at state s resulted in a
transition to state s′ with an immediate reward of r. The
state-action value function is approximated by a linear form
Q̂pi(s, a) =
∑m−1
j=0 wjφj(s, a) where φj(s, a) denote the
basis functions and wj are their weigths. Basis functions
are arbitrary functions of state-action pairs, but are intended
to capture the underlying structure of the target function
and can be viewed as doing dimensionality reduction from
a larger space to ℜm. Instead of explicitly representing the
policy, LSPI opts to determine the action that is imposed by
the current policy at a given state by directly evaluating the
greedy maximization. Given a policy πi+1, greedy with
respect to Q̂pii which is defined by the set of parameters
wpiij , LSPI performs the policy evaluation step and deter-
mines Q̂pii+1 by an algorithm called LSTDQ. By definition,
the state-action value function Qpi of a policy π is a fixed
point of the Bellman operator, i.e. Qpi = TpiQ
pi where
(TpiQ
pi)(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∫
S
P(s, a, s′)V pi(s′)ds′
Due to the specific choice of linear function approximation,
any Q̂pi is confined to the subspace spanned by the basis
functions {φj}, and therefore, an approximation Q̂
pii+1 to
Qpii+1 which stays invariant under the Bellman operator
may not exist. Instead, LSTDQ tries to find an approxi-
mation Q̂pii+1 which is equal to the orthogonal projection
of its image under the Bellman operator. Such Q̂pii+1 sat-
isfies Q̂pii+1 = argmin bQpi‖Tpii+1Q̂
pii+1 − Q̂pi‖2
3. Given
2Policy iteration [12] is a general framework for finding an optimal
policy; starting from an initial policy, two basic steps, namely policy eval-
uation followed by policy improvement, are applied consecutively and it-
eratively until convergence to an optimal policy is achieved or certain
stopping criteria is met. Let pii be the policy at iteration i. Policy
evaluation step consists of finding the state value function V pii (s) =
Eat∼pii
ˆP
∞
t=0
γtrt|s0 = s
˜
. In the policy improvement step, the state(-
action) value function obtained in the policy evaluation step is used to de-
rive a new policy pii+1 which would perform at least as good as pii, i.e. sat-
isfies V pii+1 (s) ≥ V pii (s) for all s ∈ S. This can be realized by defining
pii+1 greedy with respect to pii as pii+1(s) = arg maxa∈AQ
pii (s, a).
3A motivation for choosing this particular approximation is expressed
Algorithm 1 The LSPI algorithm.
Require: Set of samples S, basis functions ~φ, discount fac-
tor γ, policy πw parametrized by w.
1: function LSTDQ(S, ~φ, γ, πw)
2: A˜← 0,~˜b← 0 ⊲ |~φ| × |~φ| matrix, |~φ| × 1 vector.
3: for each (s, a, r, s′) ∈ S do ⊲ for each sample
4: A˜← A˜+ φ(s, a) [φ(s, a)− γφ(s′, πw(s
′))]
T
5: ~˜b← ~˜b+ φ(s, a)r
6: end for
7: return A˜−1~˜b ⊲ parameters of the new policy
8: end function
9: function LSPI(S, ~φ, γ)
10: ~w0 ← initial weights
11: repeat ⊲ Update the policy until it converges.
12: ~wi ← LSTDQ(S, ~φ, γ, πwi−1) ⊲ Increment i
13: until ‖wi − wi−1‖ < ǫ or i > imax
14: return wi
15: end function
any N samples, LSTDQ finds Q̂pii+1 by solving them×m
system A˜wpii+1 = b˜ such that both A˜ and b˜ converge in
the limit to the matrices of the least-squares fixed-point ap-
proximation obtained by replacing Q̂pii+1 = Φwpii+1 in
the system Q̂pii+1 = Φ(Φ⊤Φ)−1Φ⊤(Tpii+1Q̂
pii+1) Here,
Φ(Φ⊤Φ)−1Φ⊤ is the orthogonal projection and Φ denotes
the matrix of the values of the basis functions evaluated
for the state-action pairs. The details of the derivation by
Lagoudakis and Parr can be found in [7].
The LSPI algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 has been
demonstrated to provide “good” policies whithin relatively
small number of iterations making efficient use of the avail-
able data. However, the quality of the resulting policies de-
pends on two important factors: the basis functions, and the
distribution of the samples4. The user is free to choose any
set of linearly independent functions (a restriction which
can be relaxed in most cases by applying singular value de-
composition). In accordance with the generic performance
bound on policy iteration, if the error between the approx-
imate and the true state-action value functions at each iter-
ation is bounded by a scalar ǫ, then in the limit the error
between the optimal state-action value function and those
corresponding to the policies generated by LSPI is also
bounded by a constant multiple of ǫ [7]. Therefore, select-
as the expectation that the approximation should be close to the projection
of Qpii+1 onto the subspace spanned by the basis functions if subsequent
applications of the Bellman operator point in a similar direction.
4In an offline setting, one may not have any control on the set of sam-
ples and too much bias in the samples would inevitably reduce the perfor-
mance of the learned policy. On the other hand, in an on-line setting, LSPI
allows different sample sets to be employed at each iteration; thus, it is
possible to fine tune the trade-off between exploration and exploitation by
collecting new samples using the current policy.
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Figure 1. A simple CC network with two inputs
and a single output (in gray), and the change
in the network as two new nodes are added.
ing a “good” set of basis functions has a very significant and
direct effect on the success of the method. As mentioned
in Sec. 1, given a problem, it is highly desirable to deter-
mine a compact set of such basis functions automatically. In
the next section, we will first describe cascade-correlation
learning architecture, and then present how they can be uti-
lized in the LSPI algorithm to constuct new basis functions
iteratively.
3. Cascade-Correlation Networks
Cascade-correlation (CC) is both an architecture and a
supervised learning algorithm for artificial neural networks
introduced by [2]. It aims to overcome step-size and mov-
ing target problems that negatively affect the performance
of back-propagation learning algorithm. Instead of having
a predefined topology with the weights of the fixed connec-
tions between neurons getting adjusted, a CC network starts
with a minimal structure consisting only of an input and an
output layer, without any hidden layer. All input neurons
are directly connected to the output neurons (Fig. 1a). Then,
the following steps are taken:
1. All connections leading to output neurons are trained
on a sample set and corresponding weights (i.e. only the
input weights of output neurons) are determined by using an
ordinary learning algorithm (such as “delta” rule, or more
efficient methods like RPROP) until the error of the network
no longer decreases. Note that, only the input weights of
output neurons are being trained, therefore there is no back-
propagation.
2. If the accuracy of the network is above a given thresh-
old then the process terminates.
3. Otherwise, a set of candidate units is created. These
units typically have non-linear activation functions. Every
candidate unit is connected with all input neurons and with
all existing hidden neurons (which is initially empty); the
weights of these connections are initialized randomly. At
this stage the candidate units are not connected to the out-
put neurons, and therefore are not actually active in the net-
work. Let s denote a training sample. The connections lead-
ing to a candidate unit are trained with the goal of maximiz-
ing the sum S over all output units o of the magnitude of the
correlation between the candidate units value denoted by vs,
and the residual error observed at output neuron o denoted
by es,o. S is defined as S =
∑
o |
∑
s(vs − v)(es,o − eo)|
where v and eo are the values of vs and es,o averaged over
all samples, respectively. As in step 1, learning takes place
with an ordinary learning algorithm by performing gradient
ascent with respect to each of the candidate units incom-
ing weights ∂S/∂wi =
∑
s,o(es,o − eo)σof
′
sIi,s where σo
is the sign of the correlation between the candidates value
and output o, f ′s is the derivative for sample s of the can-
didate units activation function with respect to the sum of
its inputs, and Ii,s is the input the candidate unit received
from neuron i for sample s5. The learning of candidate unit
connections stops when the correlation scores no longer im-
prove or after a certain number of passes over the training
set. Now, the candidate unit with the maximum correlation
is chosen, its incoming weights are frozen (i.e. they are
not updated in the subsequent steps) and it is added perma-
nently to the network by connecting it to all output neurons
(Fig. 1b and c, solid lines show frozen weights). All other
candidate units are discarded.
4. Return back to step 1.
Until the desired accuracy is achieved at step 2, or the
number of neurons reaches a given maximum limit, a CC
network completely self-organizes itself. By adding hid-
den neurons one at a time and freezing their input weights,
training of both the input weights of output neurons (step
1) and the input weights of candidate units (step 3) reduce
to one step learning problems. Since there is no error to
back-propagate to previous layers the moving target prob-
lem is effectively eliminated. Also, by training candidate
nodes with different activation functions and choosing the
best among them, it is possible to build a more compact
network that better fits the training data6. More importantly,
each hidden neuron effectively becomes a basis function in
the network; the successive addition of hidden neurons in
a cascaded manner allows, and further, facilitates the cre-
ation of more complex basis functions that helps to reduce
the error and better represent the target function. This en-
tire process is well-matched to our goal of determining a set
of good basis functions for function approximation in RL,
in particular within the scope of LSPI algorithm. We now
describe our approach for realizing this.
5Note that, since only the input weights of candidate units are being
trained there is again no need for back-propagation. Besides, it is also
possible to train candidate units in parallel since they are not connected to
each other. By training multiple candidate units instead of a single one,
different parts of the weight space can be explored simultaneously. This
consequently increases the probability of finding neurons that are highly
correlated with the residual error.
6Furthermore, with deterministic activation functions the output of a
neuron stays constant for a given sample input; hence, the number of cal-
culations in the network can be reduced by storing the output values of
neurons, improving the efficiency compared to traditional networks.
Algorithm 2 LSPI with basis function expansion.
Require: Set of samples S, initial basis functions ~φinit,
discount factor γ, number of candidate units n.
1: Create a CC networkN with |~φinit| inputs and a single
output, and set activation functions of input units to φi.
2: ~φ← ~φinit
3: repeat
4: w ← LSPI(S, ~φ, γ)
5: Set the weight between ith unit and the output wi.
6: Calculate Q̂(s, a)− (r + γQ̂(s′, πw(s
′))) over S.
7: Train n candidate units onN , and choose the one κ
having the maximum correlation with the residual error.
8: Add κ to N .
9: Add φκ to ~φ ⊲ φκ is the function represented by κ.
10: until termination condition is satisfied
11: return w and φ
4. Using Cascade-Correlation Learning Archi-
tecture in Least-Squares Policy Iteration
As described in Sec. 2, in LSPI the state-action value
function of a given policy is approximated by a linear
combination of basis functions. Our aim here is to em-
ploy CC networks as function approximators and at the
same time use them to find useful basis functions in
LSPI. Given a reinforcement learning problem, suppose
that we have a set of state-action basis functions Φ =
{φ1(s, a), φ2(s, a), . . . , φm(s, a)}. Using this basis func-
tions and applying LSPI algorithm on a set of collected sam-
ples of the form (s, a, r, s′), we can find a set of parameters
wi together with an approximate state-action value function
Q̂(s, a) =
∑m
i=1 wiφi(s, a) and derive a policy π̂ which
is greedy with respect to Q̂. Let N be a CC network with
m inputs and a single output having linear activation func-
tion (i.e. identity function). In this case, the output of the
network is a linear combination of the activation values of
input and hidden neurons of the network weighted by their
connection weights. Initially, the network does not have any
hidden neurons and all input neurons are directly connected
to the output neuron. Therefore, by setting the activation
function of the ith input neuron to φi and the weight of its
connection to the output neuron to wi, N becomes func-
tionally equivalent to Q̂ and outputs Q̂(s, a) when all input
neurons receive the (s, a) tuple as their input.
Now, the Bellman operator Tpi is known to be a contrac-
tion in L∞ norm, that is for any state-action value function
Q, TpiQ is closer to Q
pi in the L∞ norm, and in particular
as mentioned in Sec. 2, Qpi is a fixed point of Tpi . Ideally, a
good approximation would be close to its image under the
Bellman operator. As opposed to the Bellman residual min-
imizing approximation, least-squares fixed-point approxi-
mation, which is at the core of the LSPI algorithm, ignores
the distance between TbpiQ̂ and Q̂ but rather focuses on the
direction of the change. Note that, if the true state-action
value function Qpi lies in the subspace spanned by the basis
functions, that is the set of basis functions is “rich” enough,
fixed-point approximation would be solving the Bellman
equation and the solution would also minimize the mag-
nitude of the change. This hints that, within the scope of
LSPI, one possible way to drive the search towards solu-
tions that satisfy this property could be to expand the set
of basis functions by adding new basis functions that are
likely to reduce the distance between the found state-action
value function Q̂ and TbpiQ̂ over the sample set. For this
purpose, given a sample (s, a, r, s′), in the CC network we
can set r+γQ̂(s′, π̂(s′)) as the target value for (s, a) tuple,
and train candidate units that are highly correlated with the
residual output error, that is Q̂(s, a)− (r + γQ̂(s′, π̂(s′))).
At the end of the training phase, the candidate unit hav-
ing the maximum correlation is added to the network by
transforming it into a hidden neuron, and becomes the
new basis function φm+1; φm+1(s, a) can be calculated
by feeding (s, a) as input to the network and determining
the activation value of the hidden neuron. Through another
round of LSPI learning, one can obtain a new least-squares
fixed-point approximation to the state-action value function
Q̂′(s, a) =
∑m+1
i=1 w
′
iφi(s, a) which is more likely to be a
better approximation also in the sense of Bellman residual
minimization. The network is then updated by setting the
weights of connections leading to the output neuron to w′i
for each basis function. This process can be repeated, in-
troducing a new basis function at each iteration, until the
error falls below a certain threshold, or a policy with ade-
quate performance is obtained. We can regard this as a hy-
brid learning system, in which the weights of connections
leading to the output neuron of the CC network are being
regulated by the LSPI algorithm. Note that, the values of all
basis functions for a given (s, a) tuple can be found with a
feed-forward run over the network.The complete algorithm
that incorporates the CC network and basis function expan-
sion to LSPI is presented in Algorithm 2 7.
In the proposed method, LSPI is run to completion at
each iteration, and then a new basis function is generated
using the cascade correlation training. This benefits from a
more accurate approximation of the state-action value func-
tion for the current set of basis functions. An alternative
approach would be to add new basis functions within the
LSPI loop after the policy evaluation step (i.e. after each
or several calls to LSTDQ). For situations in which LSPI
7One possible problem with the proposed method is that, especially
when the sample set is small, with increasingly complex basis functions
there may be over-fitting. This can be avoided by increasing the amount of
samples, or alternatively a cross-validation approach can be ensued by ap-
plying LSPI algorithm independently on multiple sample sets but training
a single set of candidate units over all sample sets.
Algorithm 3 Within loop variant of Algorithm 2.
Require: Set of samples S, initial basis functions ~φinitial,
discount factor γ, number of candidate units n.
1: function LSPI(S, ~φ, γ, w0)
2: Create a CC networkN with |~φ| inputs and a single
output, and set activation functions of input units to φi.
3: ~w0 ← initial weights
4: repeat ⊲ Update the policy until it converges.
5: ~wi ← LSTDQ(S, ~φ, γ, πwi−1)
6: Run steps 5-10 of Algorithm 2.
7: Add a new weight to ~wi corresponding to the
new basis function φκ.
8: until (‖wi −wi−1‖ < ǫ and residual error is small)
or i > imax
9: return wi and ~φ
10: end function
requires a relatively large number of iterations to converge,
this within loop variant of the algorithm, as presented in Al-
gorithm 3, may lead to better intermediate value functions
and steadier progress towards the optimal solution; since
some of the policy evaluation steps may be discarded, it
can also potentially be more efficient. However, the result-
ing basis functions may not be useful at later iterations and
more basis functions may be required to achieve the desired
performance level. Finally, we would like to note that one
can also combine these two approaches by first adding new
basis functions temporarily within the LSPI loop, using the
resulting state-value function to calculate the residual error
in Algorithm 2 and add a new permanent basis function, and
then discarding the temporary ones.
5. Experiments
We have evaluated the proposed method on three prob-
lems: chain walk [7], pendulum swing-up and multi-
segment swimmer8 In all problems, we started from a set
of basis functions consisting of: (i) a constant bias, (ii)
a basis function for each state variable, which returns the
normalized value of that variable, and (iii) a basis function
for each possible value of each control variable, which re-
turns 1 if the corresponding control variable in the state-
8Chain walk is an MDP consisting of a chain of nc states. There are
two actions, left and right, which succeed with probability 0.9, or else
fail, moving to the state in the opposite direction. The first and last states
are dead-ends, i.e. going left at the first state, or right at the last state revert
back to the same state. The reward is 1 if an action ends up in a predefined
set of states, and 0 otherwise. The pendulum swing-up and multi-segment
swimmer problems are dynamical systems where the state is defined by
the position and velocity of the elements of the system, and actions (ap-
plied forces) define the next state: these are non-linear control tasks with
continuous state spaces. We refer the reader to [1] for a complete speci-
fication of both inverted pendulum and swimmer problems. In the sequel,
we denote ns the number of segments of the swimmer.
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Figure 2. Q-functions for the 50-state chain
problem with 5, 10 and 20 basis functions (left
to right). See text for description.
action tuple is equal to that value, and 0 otherwise. In
the LSPI algorithm, we set ǫ = 10−4 and limit the num-
ber of iterations to 20. The samples for each problem are
collected by running a random policy, which uniformly se-
lects one of possible actions, for a certain number of time
steps (or episodes). In CC network, we trained an equal
number of candidate units having Gaussian and sigmoid ac-
tivation functions using RPROP method [13]9. We allowed
at most 100 passes over the sample set during the train-
ing of candidate units, and employed the following param-
eters: △min = 0.0001,△ini = 0.01,△max = 0.5, η
− =
0.5, η+ = 1.2.
Figure 2 shows the results for the 50-states (numbered
from 0 to 49) chain problem using 5000 samples from a
single trajectory. Reward is given only in states 9 and 40,
therefore the optimal policy is to go right in states 0-8 and
25-40, and left in states 9-24 and 41-49. The number of can-
didate units was 4. In [7], using 104 samples LSPI fails to
converge to the optimal policy with polynomial basis func-
tion of degree 4 for each action, due to the limited represen-
tational capability, but succeeds with a radial basis function
approximator having 22 basis functions. Solid lines denote
action “left” and dashed lines denote action “right”. LSPI is
run to completion (bottom), a basis function is added after
each (middle), or after every two LSTDQ calls (top). Using
cascade-correlation basis expansion, optimal policies can
be obtained within 10 basis functions, and accuracy of the
state-action value approximation increases with additional
ones. In this and other problems that we analyzed, LSPI
9In RPROP, instead of directly relying on the magnitude of the gra-
dient for the updates, each parameter is updated in the direction of the
corresponding partial derivative with an individual time-varying value that
depends on the change in the sign of the partial derivatives.
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Figure 3. The progress of learned policies af-
ter each new basis function in the (a) pendu-
lum and (b) 5 segment swimmer problems.
tends to converge in small (2-4) number of iterations. This
is probably due to the fact that the number of initial basis
functions does not need to be large and policies are reused
after each basis function expansion. Therefore, both Al-
gorithm 2 and its within loop variant Algorithm 3 perform
similar. The basis functions start from simpler ones and get
more complex in order to better fit the target function. The
results for the pendulum problem are presented in Fig. 3a.
For this problem, we collected two sets of samples of size
5000 and 10000, restarting from a random configuration ev-
ery 20 time steps, and trained 10 candidate units. For both
data sets, we also run LSPI using a radial basis function ap-
proximator on a 16 × 16 regular grid for each action. This
corresponds to a set of 514 basis functions, including two
bias terms. We averaged over 30 different runs. As it can
be clearly seen from Fig. 3, with less number of samples
the performance of policies obtained by radial basis func-
tion approximator decrease drastically. On the other hand,
for both cases, the performance of the policies found by
LSPI algorithm using the discovered basis functions con-
verge to the same level. We also observe a consistent im-
provement as new basis functions are added (except in the
very first iterations), yielding better performance levels us-
ing much less number of basis functions (10 and about 20
basis functions in case of 5000 and 10000 samples, respec-
tively). We observed a similar behavior on more complex
5-segment swimmer problem as presented in Fig. 3b. For
this problem, we collected 100000 samples restarting from
a random configuration every 50 time steps. The number of
trained candidate units was 10 as in the pendulum problem,
but we allowed RPROP to make a maximum of 200 passes
over the sample set as the problem is more complex.
6. Related Work
Basis function, or feature selection and generation is es-
sentially an information transformation problem; the input
data is converted into another form that “better” describes
the underlying concept and relationships, and “easier” to
process by the agent. As such, it can be applied as a pre-
processing step to a wide range of problems and recently
attracted attention from the RL community.
In [10], Menache et al. examined adapting parameters
of a set of Gaussian radial basis functions for estimating the
value function of a fixed policy. In particular, for a given
set of parameters, they used LSTD(λ) to determine the
weights of basis functions that approximate the value func-
tion of a fixed control policy, and then applied either a lo-
cal gradient based approach or global cross-entropy method
to tune the parameters in order to minimize the Bellman
approximation error in a batch manner. The results of ex-
periments on a grid world problem show that cross-entropy
based method performs better. In [6], Keller et al. stud-
ied automatic basis function construction for value func-
tion approximation within the context of LSTD. Given a
set of trajectories and starting from an initial approxima-
tion, they iteratively use neighborhood component analysis
to find a mapping from the state space to a low-dimensional
space based on the estimation of the Bellman error, and then
by discretizing this space aggregate states and use the re-
sulting aggregation matrix to derive additional basis func-
tions. This tends to aggregate states that are close to each
other with respect to the Bellman error, leading to a bet-
ter approximation by incorporating the corresponding basis
functions. In [11], Parr et al. showed that for linear fixed
point methods, iteratively adding basis functions such that
each new basis function is the Bellman error of the value
function represented by the current set of basis functions
forms an orthonormal basis with guaranteed improvement
in the quality of the approximation. However, this requires
all computations be exact, that is, are made with respect
to the precise representation of the underlying MDP. They
also provide conditions for the approximate case, where
progress can be ensured for basis functions that are suffi-
ciently close to the exact ones. Their application in the ap-
proximate case on LSPI is closely related to our work, but
differs in the sense that a new basis function for each action
is added at each policy-evaluation phase by directly using
locally weighted regression to approximate the Bellman er-
ror of the current solution. In contrast to these approaches
that make use of the approximation of the Bellman error,
including ours, the work by Mahadevan et al. aims to find
policy and reward function independent basis functions that
captures the intrinsic domain structure that can be used to
represent any value function [5, 9]. Their approach origi-
nates from the idea of using manifolds to model the topol-
ogy of the state space; a state space connectivity graph is
built using the samples of state transitions, and then eigen-
vectors of the (directed) graph Laplacian with the smallest
eigenvalues are used as basis functions. These eigenvec-
tors possess the property of being the smoothest functions
defined over the graph and also capture the nonlinearities
in the domain, which makes them suitable for represent-
ing smooth value functions. To the best of our knowledge,
the use of CC networks in reinforcement learning has rarely
been investigated before. One existing work that we would
like to mention is by Rivest and Precup (2003), in which CC
network purely functions as a cache and an approximator of
the value function, trained periodically at a slower scale us-
ing the state-value tuples stored in the lookup-table [14].
Finally, we are currently investigating various tracks in
our own team. In particular, we would like to mention the
use of genetic programming to build useful basis functions
[4]. Using a genetic programming approach opens the pos-
sibility to obtain human-understandable functions. We also
investigate a kernelized version of the LARS algorithm [8].
This basically selects the set of best basis functions to repre-
sent a given function, according to set of sample data points;
they are automatically generated as in any kernel method.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we explored a new method that combines
CC learning architecture with least-squares policy iteration
algorithm to find a set of basis functions that would lead
to a better approximation of the state-action value func-
tion, and consequently results in policies with better per-
formance. The experimental results indicate that it is effec-
tive in discovering such functions. An important property
of the proposed method is that the basis function genera-
tion process requires little intervention and tuning from the
user. We believe that learning sparse representations is a
very important issue to tackle large reinforcement learning
problems. A lot of work is still due to get a proper, princi-
pled approach to achieve this, not mentioning the theoreti-
cal issues that are pending. Among on-going work, the way
LSPI and the basis function construction process are inter-
twined needs more work. Although, our focus was on LSPI
algorithm in this paper, the approach is neither restricted to
LSPI, nor value-based reinforcement learning; [3] demon-
strates that the same kind of approach may be embedded in
natural actor-critics. In particular, Sigma-Point Policy Iter-
ation (SPPI) and fitted Q-learning may be considered, SPPI
being closely related to LSPI, and fitted Q-learning having
demonstrated excellent performance and having nice theo-
retical properties. We pursue future work in this direction
and also apply the method to more complex domains.
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